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About This Game

Collect all the gemstones in this Match 3 game.

Slide gems to combine them and create combinations of 3 or more.

Complete numerous levels with different missions and exciting challenges.

Combining 4 or more gemstones results in a powerful booster to destroy even more gems. Discover boosters to destroy rows,
columns, all gems of a specific type, or even the entire table!

Can YOU complete all the levels?

Features

- Simple to play! Slide gemstones to create matches.
- Four different types of missions: reach the target score, collect a specific number of gemstones, remove colored tiles, or get

the trophy to the bottom
- Two different completion modes: limited number of moves OR limited amount of time

- Five boosters to help you complete levels
- Each level completed

- Fifty original levels to complete

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MESSAGE FOR ACHIEVEMENT HUNTERS
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To get 100% of the achievements in this game,
it is necessary to have the DLC Mighty Gemstones - Hardest Level

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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the mighty gemstones. mighty gemstones. the mighty gemstones hbo

Over The Void is a pretty game with nice music, however I feel it falls a bit short in some critical game categories. You're
basically navigating a 3D envirionment from a first person perspective with little concept of your own bounding box, although
that's rarely an issue. The platform spawning mechanic really doesn't seem to offer anything engaging in terms of gameplay; it
seems to only exist to provide some kind of challenge to the audience to meet the minimal definition of a game. If it was
replaced with 3D navigation flying controls, there'd be little left to the game (fly to each button, then fly to exit) which seems to
highlight the fact the bulk of the experience here is really just looking around and listening. That'd be acceptable, but even the
pretty graphics are limited to strict untextured polygon and partical effects. The detail, where it exists, is on a geometric level.
Perhaps this is more engaging with a VR headset or while on mind-altering drugs, but it failed to capture and hold my interest.
I'd be reluctant to recommend this game to anyone in its current state. 5\/10.. Camera angle
is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665camera controls are\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Like the graphics and
cinematics tho. Unplayable i found myself not knowing anything i'm doing. It was shorter than I thought it would be, so I'm glad
I got it on sale. It's a nice little city management game. The constant demands for tribute from Hera and Mard were really
annoying though because they just kept on happening every minute later on in the game. I love mythology, so I was a little
annoyed at the use of Hera instead of Juno and calling her the goddess of darkness. Not to mention the stuff with Saturn.
Overall, I liked it, but get it on sale.. After just half an hour of play, I can already tell I'm in love with this game. It's exactly the
kind of flying experience I like, and I took to it like fish to water, weaving and ducking between buidings and under bridges.
The game is polished and well presented.

I have not yet played long enough to know if there's enough depth for the asking price, but I can at least say that the flight
mechanics are excellent. I played in Free Flight mode so far, and loved hunting around for collectibles. To be honest I'd be
happy with the game being just that if it offers many more locations. But it seems that it's one location with many game modes
inside it.

Anyway, a word of warning, this game does require you to have very steady VR legs. And it's playable seated and with a
gamepad, which makes sense for a flight game.. Spoiler Alert: Sunshine Bear is Jason Vorhees 10/10. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_iZQywIXY2M. The only thing i dislike is the awful combat system. It would have been so
much better with the original fighting fantasy dice system.. Nice adventure with various things to do except finding objects on
the screen. Weird and intriguing scenario, beautiful art. If there'd been an automap, I might have tried slogging through it. I
don't necessarily need an objective marker, just some kind of space of reference to know where I've been already. But you
couldn't put that in, so I can't put in the time.. Why I paid money to play as a wet piece of turd causing mass disgust across
various places, I have no clue.. Boring game.
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Really? Are you kiddin me right now?

So here is the thing: Thief (2014) is not a good game but I thought: ehi, maybe the dlc isn't so bad. I mean, it's the Bank Heist
from thief II basically. What could possibly go wr- It's terrible.
It's just terrible.

First of all it's short. 4 pounds for 10 minutes of gameplay (if you really want to stretch it out though) isn't acceptable. The map
is small, incredibly simple and the level itself is the easiest of the game!
This is just ritardation in dlc form, I don't know what to say. It should be a reference to the Bank Heist in Thief II but it just
looks so much like a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 knockoff It's almost hilarious.
You don't even get a cut scene, a story of some sort. You get 2 collectibles (everyone's favourites), a dozen of documents that
you wont read anyway and 2 maybe 3 new lines of dialogue?

Let's just say it: this dlc was just a lazy way to justify pre-orders. Stop pre-ordering games.. I am a big fan of this game series.
The game this time have made a large revolution for the battle part. It has become a real ARPG the first Chinese ARPG. I
recommend everyone try this game on your own. It will give you a fantastic experience.. Good game, and in my opinion the best
Rugby League simulator out there. The staff are very helpful and responsive, these games will only improve as time goes on and
that is a testament to them. Support this game!. This is brilliant, great for showing off VR. The controls are easy and with
headphones on is definately other worldly, I didnt want to leave. This is why I bought the Vive for these little experieces !. Very
chillin' game with amazing soundtrack. If you like those kind of puzzles where you know what the goal is, but you have to find
the way to reach it, this is the right game for you.. The Age of Wonders series is basically a turn based fantasy themed conquer
the world type game in the vein of the Civilization series. The new Warlock game stole heavily from this game (and Civ 5) for
its content and gameplay style. Graphics are dated but the game is simple to play and fun if you like turn based conquer games.
This game runs well on older machines. a No brainer to buy if you can catch it on sale for 5 bucks or less.. Very well made game
with decent replayability. Visuals are great, puzzles are not too hard unfortunately.
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